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Cambridge based Digital Marketing Agency Offers Only Jobs Group a Reason
to Celebrate

Digital Marketing Agency enables Niche Jobs Board Platform to hone in on quality candidates.

(PRWEB UK) 2 January 2013 -- The creative online marketing agency, Red Alien, has been given a New Years
boost by joining hands with Only Jobs Group. The agency has won the contract to provide services to all of the
job boards while the latter is set to introduce up to 10 new boards over the coming 18 months.

The partnership is not surprising if the recent changes in recruitment practices are taken into consideration. If an
individual is on the lookout for a job, they will first turn to online resources. More often than not, those turn out
to be enough to locate relevant job vacancies. Additionally, submitting CV's has become a lot more convenient
especially as Only Jobs Group offers a niche job resource a bit like a one stop shop for recruiters and
candidates.

The first in line is a property jobs board with onlypropertyjobs.co.uk and this is already growing a great
reputation linking up with senior property partners in the UK. This niche jobs board is now a provider to the
National Association of Estate Agents and Association of Residential Letting Agents in the UK.

Recruiters prefer the convenience of scanning online jobs boards for candidates rather than just waiting for CVs
to arrive. Only Property Jobs (OPJ) allows registered recruiter searches including looking up candidate
backgrounds such as their education, their last employers, skills and awards etc. Search Engine Optimisation is
capable of bringing employers and recruiters into the search engines and increasing their online visibility via
the content entered into these niche jobs boards, enhancing their brand online presence and improving the
opportunity for candidates to find suitable positions.

When asked about why Only Jobs Group chose to join hands with Red Alien, Only Jobs Group Managing
Director Mark Lennard said, "when we spoke with Red Alien Director, Zak Jacobs he immediately understood
what we wanted to do and his search engine optimisation and social media knowledge was excellent, this made
our decision to award our contract to them much easier.” “Clients prefer to do their own employee searches and
the advantage of a niche jobs board means a large selection of potentially suitable candidates all in one place,
we are confident that Zak and his team will help us generate plenty of targeted web traffic to achieve our
recruiting goals".

Only Property Jobs allow candidates to upload their CVs for property based employers to view and to peruse
vacancies they might be interested in applying for. Even a single lost potential employee can result in the loss
of millions of pounds for a single company. A relevant SEO or social media campaign is vital to the growth
strategy of a web based business. In this case it will allow OPJ to literally be on the map of the top pages of
Google results and thus in plain view of job seekers.

http://www.prweb.com
http://www.onlypropertyjobs.co.uk/naea_arla
http://www.redalien.co.uk/
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Contact Information
Mark Lennard
Only Jobs Group
http://www.onlyproopertyjobs.co.uk
0844 257 1799

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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